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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF STUDY AND RELATED RESEARCH

CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF STUDY AND RELATED RESEARCH
Statement of the Problem
This study is an attempt to determine through interviews
and direct observations the characteristics of the reading pro-
grams in twenty fifth-grade classrooms where at least fifty per-
f; cent of the children selected reading as their first or second
choice of all school subjects. The following factors will be
considered:
1. Administrative resources and policies
2. Instructional materials
3. Techniques of instruction
4. Pertinent t eacher-pupil data.
Justification of the Study
This investigation was undertaken because it seemed
probable that by discovering the characteristics of reading
programs that appeal to children, implications could be de-
rived for the improvement of reading programs in classrooms
where reading is not a popular subject.
Related Research
Since no direct research in this field was in evidence,
the research in the following related areas v/as considered:
1. Good practices in reading instruction
2. The interview as a technique in research
studies
3. Observation as a technique in research
studies
.:
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Good Practices In Reading Instruction
2
The research worker must be thoroughly familiar with
the field to be studied if valid conclusions are to be reached.
Therefore, the research on good practices in reading in-
struction was reviewed. A summary of the findings follows:
Motivation
The importance of considering interest or motivation in
connection with any phase of the learning process is well
1
stated by Dolch in the following statement: "Everyone knows
2
that children learn best when they want to learn. 11 Dolch
further adds:
It is now fully recognized that the most im-
portant function of the teacher is to get the
children to want to learn, and this principle
applies most especially to reading.
3
The importance that Gates attributes to motivation is
clearly indicated in the following statement:
Some specialists in reading, not to mention cer-
tain psychologists, psychoanalysts, and psy-
chiatrists, are disposed to believe that in-
adequate motivation is probably at the bottom of
most failures in reading. Unless reading satis-
fies some purpose in the child's life, it will
not prosper.
One of the major aims of a good reading program is to
create a permanent interest in reading. However, the fact
that a child has been taught to read is no guarantee that a
i
1. Dolch, Edward W.
,
The Psychology and Teaching of Reading
,
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931, p. 3.
2. Ibid. p. 19.
3. Gates, Arthur I., The Improvement of Reading
,
New York: Mac-
millan, 1937, pp. 11-12.
.
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permanent interest in reading has been established; for, as
1
stated by Brueckner and Melby :
Without doubt there are individuals who can read
but who do not read. Such persons lack the in-
terest or motive for reading. Among other things
it is possible that the methods by which they
have been taught were such that a distaste for or
an indifference toward reading resulted. The pro-
gressive teacher of reading would therefore like
to teach in such a way that pupils will acquire a
genuine interest in reading, and in fact will con-
tinue to read throughout life.
As to technioues for motivating the reading urogram,
2
Reed states:
Probably no other school subject has so many op-
portunities for motivation as reading; for there
is almost no interest to which it may not anpeal.
3
Obviously Reed appreciates the fa.ct that various tyoes of
motivation are not of equal value, for he further comments:
The motive may be nothing more than a desire to
please the teacher, or it may be something of
vital importance to the learner. In the latter
case we usually have much more intense effort and
more rapid learning than we do in the former.
Library Facilities
"The importance of adequate library facilities has been
4
widely recognized."
1. Brueckner, L. J.
,
& Melby, E. 0., Diagnostic and Remedial
Teaching
,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin C o~T, 1931, p. 295.
2. Reed, Homer B.
,
Psychology of Elementary School Subjects
,
Boston: G-inn and Company, 1938, p. 115.
3. Ibid., p. 34.
4. G-ray, William 3., "A Decade of Progress," The Teaching of
Reading: A Second Reuort V.36: do. 5-21, Washington: Wl oT 3. E.
,
1^37
, p. 8 .
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The following statement by Betzner and Lyman emphasizes the
importance attributed to the use of libraries in the develop-
ment of an adequate reading program:
Probably the most significant single factor in
the development of wholesome reading habits and
tastes is the informal exposure of children to
an abundance of good books and magazines in the
home, school and public library.
The desirability of having a library within the school
p
is pointed out in the following statement by Gray :
School and classroom libraries are of primary im-
portance in initiating and establishing satis-
factory reading attitudes and habits. A generous
supply of attractive and suitable books enriches
instruction, satisfies the reading interests of
puoils, and modifies to a large extent the pro-
cedures adopted in teaching and study.
Grouping: of Pupils
In connection with the grouping of pupils,
3
Durrell
reports:
The merit of instruction for small groups lies in
the opportunity provided for making the lessons
more nearly fit the level, rate of progress, and
interests of the individual pupils. Such in-
struction has the added merit of giving the child
a feeling of greater individual responsibility.
1. Betzner, J. and Lyman, R. L.
,
"The Development of Reading
Interests and Tastes", The Teaching of Reading: A Second Re-
port
,
V.36, Washington: N. S. 3. e7, 1937, p.^186.
2. Op. cit
. ,
p. 20.
3. Durrell, Donald D.
,
"Individual Differences and Their Im-
plications with Respect to Instruction in Reading", The Teach-
ing of Reading: A Second Report, V.36, Washington: N. S. S. E.,
1937, p. 345.
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Although Gates recommends the flexible grouping of
pupils for instruction, he does not outline a pattern of classi-
fication for use in all classrooms because he contends that the
range of needs and interests within each classroom should de-
termine the grouping*
Assignment s
The need for making purposeful assignments is well
2
stated by Durrell thus:
The purpose is far more important than the topic
in making reading assignments. If the purpose is
sufficiently stimulating, the child will read on
almost any topic which serves that purpose.
3
In Stewart
1
s investigation to determine how children
in grades four, five, and six, regard various methods of hand-
ling assignments, the following pertinent conclusions were
reached:
1. Multiple text was favored more than single text
in most instances.
2. Group participation was selected by older chil-
dren and upper age and intelligence levels.
Partner participation was selected by the slow-
learning and younger children.
3. Self-direction was more favored than teacher-
direction. Age and intelligence influenced this
choice.
4. Reading preference was most popular in grade
four and least popular in grade six. It was
not, however, the most popular choice in any
grade.
1. Op. Cit.
2. Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
,
New York: World Book Company, 1940, p. 103.
3. Stewart, Dorothy H.
,
"Children's Preferences in Types of
Assignments," Unpublished Master's Thesis, B. U. School of Edu-
cation, 1945, p. 76.

Activities
1
Crates suggests the following approach to the develop-
ment of activities related to reading:
Cooperative enterprice may be developed by
having a small group work upon the same
general topic. The pupils may be reading dif-
ferent selections, some much easier than others,
but the common interest provides an incentive
for reading choice bits aloud to each other,
giving oral reports, and engaging in various re-
lated enterprises, such as searching the files
of the library, visiting a museum, making pos-
ters, developing bulletin board announcements,
making a picture book, constructing objects,
decorating the room, and so on.
Instructional Materials
2
Corey is of the opinion that it is practically impos-
sible to define Instructional materials so as to separate them
from other aspects of the learning environment. He summarizes
his discussion thus:
Certainly instructional materials of any sort,
no matter how defined, have one major function.
They tend to control the experiences of chil-
dren so that their activities will result in
desirable learning.
3
Reed expresses the desirability of selecting interest-
ing materials as follows:
The most effective way to make use of motives
in teaching reading is to select materials that
appeal to them.
1. 0t>. cit
.
,
p. 33.
2. Corey, Stephen, "Imperatives in Instructional Materials",
Educational Leadership
,
V.5: 211-214, January, 1948, p. 211.
3. Op. cit
. ,
p. 116
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According to Reed :
The advantages of selecting reading materials
with reference to children’s interests are
rapid learning, increased effort, good adjust-
ment of content to the ability of the reader,
and good comprehension. Selections in which
the children are interested also contribute
directly to the objectives of developing a
permanent interest in reading and of developing
the ability to read for enjoyment.
The importance of a child's ability and learning rate
2
must not be overlooked, for, as stated by Durrell :
In any successful program of motivation, the
materials of instruction must be adjusted to
the child's ability and learning rate. ...Even
the most carefully motivated program will be in-
effective when adjustment is Incorrect.
Questions
3
Horton summarizes the place of ciuestions in a read-
ing program thus:
Questions are used widely to develop compre-
hension and to check on understanding. In
addition to direct questions, they may include
completion exercises
,
multiple choice questions,
and true-false Questions. They may be asked
orally by the teacher, they may be hectographed,
or written on the board. Sometimes children may
formulate Questions about material read and each
child may have a turn at asking and answering
Questions.
1. Oo. cit., o. 128.
2. Op. cit., ( Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ), p. 100.
3. Horton, Lena Mary, (Director of Research Service), The
Language Arts-Part II
,
The Supervisor's Exchange, New York:
Silver Burdett Company, 1947, p. 32.
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Classroom Atmosohere
8
In The Implications of Research for the Classroom
Teacher
,
Ragsdale reports:
To promote efficiency in learning any spe-
cific skill, attitude or knowledge it is es-
sential that physical eouipment, books, and
social surroundings be present in the right
kind and variety and be readily available
without wasted effort.
Evaluation
A good instructional program provides for a continuous
evaluation of the teaching-learning process. Three important
2 '
aspects of a program of evaluation are:
1. It should provide pupils the means of
evaluating their own activities.
2. It should provide the teacher a basis for
planning the activities of pupils and for
continuous evaluation of the results.
3. It should provide a basis for constant re-
vision of the curriculum.
1. Ragsdale, C. E.
,
"The Learning Process", The Implications of
Research for the Classroom Teacher
,
Joint Yearbook of American
£d." Research and the Department of Classroom Teachers, Washing-
ton, N. E. A., 1939, p/ 106.
2. Casswell, Hollis L.
,
and Campbell, Doak S., Curriculum De-
velopment
,
New York: American Book Company, 1935. p. 365.
..
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The Interview as a Techn i
q
ue in Research Studies
"One of the oldest forms of obtaining knowledge is the
1 2
personal interview." Waples and Tyler state that: "The inter-
view is the simplest means of obtaining information possessed
by other persons."
3 4
Koos and Charters refer to the interview as an
5
"oral questionnaire". According to Koos :
The chief difference between studies made by
interview and by other questionnaires is that
the inquiries in the former are ordinarily put
in person and individually
,
whereas the latter
are typically, although by no means always
,
answered with the investigator absent.
6 7 8 9
Waples and Tyler
,
Symonds
,
Whitney
,
and Bingham
,
also consider the interview as a form of the questionnaire
method.
1. Ross, Clay C.
,
Measurement in Today
1
s Schools, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1941, p. 62.
2. Waples, Douglas, and Tyler, Ralph W.
,
Research Methods and
Teachers* Problems
,
New York: Macmillan Company, 1930. p. 519.
3. Koos, Leonard V., The Questionnaire in Education
,
New York:
Macmillan Company, 1928.
4. Charters, W. W.
,
and Waples, Douglas, The Commonwealth
Teacher-Training Study
,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Symonds, Perclval M.
,
Diagnosing Personality and Conduct
,
New York: The Century Company, 1931.
8. Whitney, Frederick L.
,
The Elements of Research
,
New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942.
9. Bingham, Walter Van Dyke, and Moore, Bruce Victor, How to In-
terview, New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1941.
:'
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Koos summarizes the advantages of the oral question-
naire or interview as follows:
In all cases the oral ouestionnaire is prefer-
able to the written form. This means that when
the teacher becomes an interviewer and asks the
questions orally he will obtain more reliable
answers. He can clear up misconceptions of
his meaning, and can supplement his questions
by others which will elicit more definite an-
swers Answerers who dislike to write,
and would spend very little time on written
answers, are glad to devote considerably more
time to an oral interview.
2
Good, Barr, and Scates contend that an interview is
more than a questionnaire investigation in that it enables the
interviewer to:
1. Follow up leads and to take advantage of
small clues.
2. Form some judgment as to the truth of the
facts.
3. Give as well as receive information
exchange of ideas and information with the
interviewer.
In using the interview technique for the purpose of
securing educational data much emphasis is placed on the im-
portance of deciding in advance of an interview what informa-
3
tion is necessary to satisfy the purpose of the study.
1. Op. cit. p. 134.
2. Good, Carter V., and Barr, A. 3., and Scates, Douglas E.
,
Methodology of Educational Research
,
New York: D. Appleton-
Century Company, 1936, pp37&-79.
3. Op. cit. pp£50-584. (Symonds, Percival M.).
Op. cit. p. 578. (Waples, Douglas, and Tyler, Ralph W. )
.
Op. cit. (Bingham, Walter Van Dyke, and Moore, Bruce Victor).
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Then, too, as pointed out by Bixler :
When reactions of various persons are to be
compared, the interview should be standard-
ized, to some extent, by the use of pre-
cisely the same questions.
Probably the best way of meeting this last requisite is through
the construction of a well-planned questionnaire.
The Committee on Methods of Research of the National
2
Committee on Research in Secondary Education recommends that
all questionnaires be subjected to the following stages:
(a) Very careful formulation by the author and
arrangement in the form to be used.
(b) Submission to some expert for advice and cor-
rection.
(c) Try-out on teachers or others not primarily
concerned — disinterested persons.
(d) A try-out of the revised questionnaire on a
group as nearly like the ones to whom it is to
be sent as possible. These try-outs will often
show the inaccuracies of statement, the equivo-
cal questions, and other undesirable features
that can be corrected before the questionnaire
is actually sent out for replies.
3
Koos reports that any combination of the following
types of responses can be called for in an oral questionnaire:
1. Bixler, Harold Hench, Check Lists for Educational Research
,
New York: Teachers College”^ Columbia University, 1928. p. 40.
2. Jones, Arthur, (Chairman), MAn Outline of Methods of Re-
search with Suggestions for High-School Principals and Teachers",
Bulletins, No. 24, Washington: United States Bureau of Education
1926, pp. 24-25.
3. Op. cit.
, pp. 70-71.
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1. Simple information (Numerical and other
readily tabulated information)
2. Variable verbal responses
3. "Yes" or "No"
4. Checking
5 . Ranking
6. Rating
7. Weighting
8. The use of codes is recommended for simpli-
fying: the entries on the form.
1
Bingham and Yoore give many pertinent suggestions to
aid the novice interviewer. Their suggestions include the
following:
1. Best results are secured when the tone of
the interviewer is adaoted to the personality
of each interviewee.
2. In asking for an interview a. frank expla.-
nation is ma.de as to the purpose of the survey
and the use to which the information is to be
put.
3. In conducting a questionnaire investigation,
the interviewer before starting out studies his
schedule carefully.
2
Good, Barr, and Scates conclude that:
It
,
the interview should be pleasant and to
some extent informal, but underneath this social
naturalness must be a thread of questions that
will give to the interviewer the information he
is seeking, without gaps and without doubtful
interoretations.
3
"The interview is domina.ntly valid." However, as
1. Op. cit., up. 171-173.
2. On. cit.
, p. 388.
3. Koos, Leonard V., Op. cit. p. 20.
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stated by Waples and Tyler
,
the degree ofvalidity depends
upon:
1. Qualifications of oerson interviewed to dis-
cuss the question proposed.
2. Degree to which the persons interviewed
represent the total number of qualified persons.
Also, since the validity of the questionnaire would
condition the validity of the interview, some consideration
must be directed towards determining the validity of a oues-
2
tionnaire. It appears that the following criteria can be
employed to validate a questionnaire:
(a) Securing the advice of experts
(b) Subjecting the questionnaire to trial use
(c) Revising the instrument
(d) Trying out of the questionnaire in its final
form
Observation as a Technique in Research Studies
Another valid means of collecting: educational data is
3
through direct observation. Regarding this method, Sells
comments thus:
Direct observation of behavior, while expensive in
time and personnel, is nevertheless one of the
richest sources of information.
1. Op. cit., p. 524.
2. Ross, Clay C., Measurement in Today's Schools
,
New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1941.
G-reene, Harry A., and Jorgensen, Albert N.
,
and G-erberlch, J.
Raymond, Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary School
,
New York: Longmans, Green and Company, Inc.
,
1945.
3. Sells, Saul B. and Travers, Robert M. W.
,
"Observational
Methods of Research," Review of Educational Research
,
V. 15:
394-407, December, 1945, p. 401.
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Good, Barr and Scates report that this source of information
"has only recently come to be looked upon as a scientific pro-
cedure 11
.
2
Some of the characteristics of this method which must
be in evidence in order to entitle it to the claim of a
scientific procedure are:
1. The observation must be specific.
2. A record of the observation must be made
immediately.
3. The results must be such that they can be
checked and substantiated.
4. The observer must be free from preconceptions.
The oroblems frequently encountered in using this tech-
3
nique are:
1. Planning the admini strative aspeets
(a) Securing appropriate groups to observe
(b) Making preliminary arrangements to
observe
2. Defining the activities to be observed
3. Preparing a form for recording
4. Subjecting record form to trial use
5. Training oneself to observe others
"An analytical comorehension of the field to be
4
studied" is essential to the preparation of a valid observa-
tional guide. A check-list is frequently emoloyed as an aid in
5
recording or observing behavior.
1. Op. cit., p. 391.
2. Ibid.
, pp. 404-405.
3. Ibid., oo. 407-409.
4. Ibid., p. 544.
5. Waples, Douglas, and Tyler, Ralph W.
,
Op. cit.
Blxler, Harold Hench, Op. cit.
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Waples and Tyler recommend that the following cri-
teria be considered in the construction of check-lists:
1. Completeness
2. Specificity
3. Explicitness
4. Simplicity
2
(Good, Barr and Scates report:
The reliability of observation. . .has been found
to be relatively satisfactory. .. .The validity of
direct observation depends essentially upon the
definitions of the acts which are to be regard-
ed as falling within the category being studied.
Summary
From this research, it is evident that interview and
observation techniques are suitable for research studies and
that many factors within the classroom affect the reading pro-
gram. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to find through
Interviews and observations some of the practices present in
the reading work in twenty fifth-grade classrooms in which at
least fifty per cent, of the children selected reading as a
first or second choice of all school subjects.
1. Op. cit., p. 545.
2. Op. cit., p. 406.
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CHAPTER II
PREPARATION OF STANDARD INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION GUIDES
An explanation of the construction of the instruments
used in this study is given in order that an evaluation of the
results of this investigation may be considered in a later
chapter.
The knowledge gained from the related readings which
were summarized in the preceding chanter and the information
1
derived from a course on the Improvement of Reading consti-
tuted the background for the construction of the items used in
the interview and observation guides. The following publica-
tions were referred to for suggestions regarding the setup of
the instruments:
Ohio State University, The Ohio Teaching Record
—
Anecdotal-Observation Form (Revised Edition), Colum-
bus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press, 1941.
Morrison, J. Cayce, and Ruegsseger, Virgil, A Scale
for Rating Elementary School Practice
,
New York
State University, June 15, 1943. ( Out of Print)
Wagoner, Louisa C., Observation of Young Children
,
New York: McG-raw Hill Book Company, 1935.
Blxler, Harold H.
,
Check Lists for Educational Re-
search
,
N.Y. : Teachers College, Columbia Univ.,1928,
Construction of Instruments
The initial step in the construction of these instru-
>
ments was to formulate the following list of objectives:
1. Lecture course given by Sullivan, Helen B.
,
and Durrell, Don-
ald D.
,
School of Education, Boston University, Summer, 1947.
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READING INSTRUCTION SURVEY
Objectives for Interview and Observation Guides
1.
Administrative Resources and Policies
a) Flexible courses of study
b) Adjustable time allotments
c) Many up-to-date texts available
d) Cumulative school records available to teacher
e) Adeouate supplies
f) Audio-vi suai aids available
g) Library facilities
h) Sympathetic understanding of teacher and pupil
problems
i) Amount of emphasis placed of the reading program
2.
Diagnosis of Individual Needs and Differences
a) Use of cumulative records
b) Individual analysis of reading difficulties
c) Use of informal tests
d) Conferences with parents
e) Conferences with individual pupils
f) Auditory and visual acuity tests
3.
Provision for Individual Needs and Differences
a) Adjustment of books and other instructional
materials to reading ability
b) Differentiated assignments to provide for
differences in rate of learning
c) Selection of a variety of materials on basis
of children’s interests end needs
d) Drill varied according to individual needs
e) Small flexible groups for instruction
f) Individual instruction when necessary
g) Variety of teaching methods
h) Guidance in the choice of reading materials
4.
Evidence of Pupils* Interest in Reading
a) Favorable attitude toward assignments
b) Voluntary reading, research
c) Use of library resources
d) Spirit of co-operation
e) Interest in reading as a hobby— for recreation
f) Voluntary contributions to class discussions
g) Does more than the required amount of reading
,-
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5. Teacher-Pupil Relationships
a) Sits down with pupils
b) Moves about the room
c) Smiles encouragement
d) Laughs with pupils
e) G-ives pupils opportunities to talk
f) Appreciates pupil contributions
g) Answers pupils' questions
h) Responds when pupils ask for help
i) Teacher as a counselor and guide
j) Orderly freedom — courtesy, politeness and
co-operation
k) Even class tempo — lack of tension
l) Conference method of solving problems
6. Favorable Physical Conditions
a) Heat
b) Light
c) Ventilation
d) Movable furniture
e) Attractiveness
f) Adequate work space
g) Adequate play space
7* Technioues and Materials
a) Co-operate teacher-pupil planning
b) Gives explicit directions
c) Knows her materials
d) Asks original stimulating questions
e) Long-range planning
f) Dramatizations
g) Construction activities
h) Radio programs — pupil planned
i) Group and individual reports — oral and written
j) Uses all available teaching aids:
(1) Flash cards
(2) Film strips, slides, films
(3) Radio
(4) Experiments
(5) Trips
(6) Demonstrations
(7) Exhibits
(8) Pictures
(9) Calls upon community resource speakers
(10) Library facilities
(11) Current events
(12) Recordings
(13) Maps, charts, diagrams
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k) Uses unit method of organization
l) Mastery of essential skills stressed
m) Constructive criticism by both teacher and
classmates — pupils guided to improve own
work
n) Economic use of time
o) Appeals to inherent motives
p) Children are guided to sources of information
8, Pertinent Pupil Data
a) Number of boys who rated reading high.
b) Number of girls who rated reading high
c) Reading achievement
d) IQ
9. Pertinent Teacher Data
a) Teacher's favorite subject
b) Time allotted for reading instruction
c) Training
d) Experience
e) Place and date of last course in reading
10.
Basic Readers Used
.
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This list of objectives was favorably received when pre^
sented in seminar.
These objectives were then used as a basis for the de-
velopment of two tentative instruments to be known as:
1. Observation Guide
2. Interview Guide
These two guides met with the approval of the thesis
advisor who recommended that they be subjected to trial use in
classrooms not to be used in the study. Accordingly the inter-
view and observation guides were used experimentally in two
fifth-grade classrooms which were not to be included in the in-
vestigation.
This trial use indicated that the observation gaide was
satisfactory, but that the interview guide should be simplified.
Therefore, the following changes were made in the interview
guide
:
1. Items listed under the two headings of
Materials and Techniaue3 were grouped to-
gether under one heading.
2. The following key was added to simplify the
checking:
1. Never
2. Sometimes
3. Often
4. Always
The interview guide was then used experimentally with
one fifth-grade teacher. This second experimental usage showed
that the revised Interview guide was very satisfactory. The
interview and observation guides are presented here in the exact
form in which they were used in this investigation:

READING- INSTRUCTION SURVEY
OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW GUIDES
CITY OR TOWN SCHOOL
TEACHER DATS
PUPIL DATA
Number in
Class
Number Who
Reading
Rated
High
Boys
Girls
Boys & Girls
Name of Test Range Median
Reading Achievement
IQ
TEACHER DATA
Favorite subject
Training
Experience
Place and date of
last course in reading

READING- INSTRUCTION SURVEY
Observation (Guide
Directions
1. Check items observed.
2. List other items observed.
3. Describe each briefly.
I Materials of Instruction
A Audio-visual aids employed
_1) Bulletin boards, clippings, etc.
2) Exhibits
__3) Individual records of pupil progress
_4) Maps, charts, globes
_5 ) Flash cards
6) Pictures
7) Radio
8) Movies, film strips, etc.
9 ) Blackboard
_10) Phonograph
__ll) Experiments and demonstrations
12) Excursions
13) Visiting Speakers
__14)
__15)
B Research aids within the classroom
_1) Library
2) Mimeographed or duplicated materials
..
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__3) Newspapers and magazines
_4) Pamphlet materials
__5) Dictionaries
_6) Encyclopedia
__7) Almanac
8 ) Workbook
s
_9) Up-to-date textbooks
__a) Selected according to reading abilities
of children
__b) Wide variety
c) Titles of basic readers being used
( 1 )
( 2 )
(3)
C Personal resources
_1) Teacher employs her own previous experiences
_2) Teacher brings into play pupils 1 previous
experiences
II Techniques of Instruction
__A Small group instruction
B Differentiated assignments to provide for dif-
ferences in rate of learning
G Discussion periods
__D Reading skills emphasized
_1) Good oral reading
__2) Comprehension
_3) Vocabulary
_4) Following directions
5) Speed
- -
1
Skimming
Outlining
Research
Evaluation of material read
Organization
Use of dictionary
Locating specific information
Use of glossary
Use of index and table of contents
E Special help for some pupils
_F Use of original stimulating questions
_G Guides children to sources of information
H Story telling or reading by teacher
I Current events
_J Study guides
_K Dramatizations
L Garnies
M Oral reports
N Written reports
0 Special activities related to reading
1 )
2 )
3)
J7)
_
8 )
_
9 )
10 )
11 )
12 )
13)
14)
15)
16)
. *.c n
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Ill Evidence of Punil Interest
A Co-operation
__B Good attention
_C Active participation in discussion periods
Voluntary reading — does more than the re-
quired amount
__E Recreational reading
__F Use of classroom resources
IV Characteristics of the Environment
A Teacher-pupil relationships
_l) Sits down with pupils
_2) Moves about the room
_3) Smiles encouragement
_4) Laughs with pupils
5) Gives pupils opportunities to talk
6) Appreciates pupil contributions
_7) Answers pupils 1 questions
_8) Responds when pupils ask for help
__9) Teacher as a counselor and guide
__10) Orderly freedom
_11) Even class tempo
__12) Conference method for solving problems
B Pupil-pupil relationships
__l) Ability to give and take constructive
criticism
_2) Respect for the rights of others
-
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_3) Willingness to help one another
__4) Tolerance
_5) Co-operation with leaders
_
6 )
_J?)
C Physical conditions
1) Keat
2) Light
__3) Ventilation
_4) Movable furniture
_5) Attractiveness
__6) Adequate work space
J?) Adequate play space
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READING- INSTRUCTION 3URVEY
Interview G-uide
Directions
1.
Use: Key for Checking
1 - Never
2 - Sometimes
3 - Often
4 - Always
2. List additional items.
3. Include brief descriptions.
I Which of the following materials and techniques
do you use?
^Bulletin boards, clippings, etc.
_Exhibits
_Individual records of pupil progress
__Maps, charts, globes
__Flash cards
_Pictures
Radio
__Movies, film strips, etc.
_Blaekboard
_Phonograph
Experiments and demonstrations
_Excurslons
__Visiting speakers
_Llbrary
___!ilmeographed or duplicated materials
__Newspapers and magazines
<: :
• <
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Pamphlet materials
Dictionaries
Encyclopedia
Almanac
Workbooks
Previous experiences of teacher
Previous experiences of pupils
Small group instruction
Differentiated assignments
Discussion periods
Reading skills emphasized
Good oral reading
'Comprehension
Vocabulary
'Following directions
Speed
'Skimming
'Outlining
'Research
'Evaluation of material read
'Organi zation
Use of dictionary
'Locating specific information
Use of glossary
Use of index & table of contents
Special help for some pupils
Use of original stimulating Questions
Guides children to sources of infor-
mation
Story telling or reading by teacher
Current events
Study guides
c'
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Dramati zations
Gam e s
Oral reports
Written reports
Special activities related to reading
II Administrative Resources and Policies
A Type of supervision
^Supervising principal
Teaching principal
B Course of study requirements
_Rigid
__Flexible
C Specialists
^Elementary consultant
^Reading consultant
Remedial reading teacher
D Time allotments
_Rigid
__Flexible
Amount of time (weekly)
E Teacher committee work
F Textbooks and instructional supplies
By whom selected
Adequate Inadequate
III In your opinion, what are some of the reasons why the
majority of the children in your class classify read-
ing as one of their favorite subjects?
' I
l
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The twenty fifth-grade classrooms used in this study
v/ere selected on the basis of the data obtained from a contem-
porary study of children's preferences for school subjects
which was carried out in all fifth-grade classrooms in the six-
ty-six cities and towns which are members of the New England
School Development Council. A copy of the questionnaire used
in the study is given in Appendix I. From these classrooms,
twenty classrooms in which at least fifty per cent of the
children rated reading as a first or second choice, were se-
lected for use in the present investigation. These twenty
classrooms were located in twelve cities and towns.
Pupil Data
Table I shows the number of boys and girls who rated
reading as a first or second choice.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF BOYS AND GIRLS WHO RATED READING AS A
FIRST OR SECOND CHOICE
Puoils
Number in 20
Classrooms
Number Who Rated
Reading High
Per cent Who
Rated Reading High
Boys 261 151 58
Girls 281 164 58
Total 542 315 58
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This table shows that of the 261 hoys, 151, or 58 per
cent rated reading high, whereas of the 281 girls, 164, or 58
per cent, rated reading high. Thus, out of a total of 542
children, 315, or 58 per cent indicated a strong preference for
reading as a school subject.
Table II gives the intelligence Quotients obtained from
f
the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests on the pupils in two
classrooms in the same city.
TABLE II
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF PUPILS IN TWO CLASSROOMS
Population Range of IQ’
s
Median
Class A 93 - 138 114
Class B 81 - 114 94
This table shows that in one classroom the intelligence
quotients ranged from 93 to 138, with a median of 114, whereas
in the other classroom intelligence quotients ranged from 81 to
114, with a median of 94. These results indicate that the pu-
pils represented a wide range of native ability.
1. Kuhlmann, F. and Anderson, Hose G-.
,
Kuhlmann-Anderson In-
telligence Tests
,
5th Edition, Published by Educational Test
Bureau, 1940
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Teacher Data
Table III shows the teacher's choice of* subjects.
TABLE III
TEACHERS CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
Subject Selected Number Per cent
Social Studies 9 45
Arithmetic 6 30
Reading 3 15
Science 1 5
Art 1 5
Total 20 100
This table shows that of the twenty teachers, nine,
or 45 per cent, rated social studies as a favorite subject;
six, or 30 per cent, selected arithmetic as a first choice;
three, or 15 per cent, gave reading first place; one, or 5
per cent indicated a preference for science, and one, or 5
per cent, preferred art.
Visiting Classrooms
Arrangements to visit in these twenty classrooms were
made by telephone at least four days in advance of each visit.
Either a superintendent of schools or a principal was ap-
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proached and the explanation given included the following:
1. Relationship of present study to the contempo-
rary study on children's preferences with which
each school system was already familiar.
2. Basis on which the population for the present
study was selected.
3. Purpose of study and a summary of the type of
information desired.
4. Arrangement of a convenient date and time for
visiting.
In eight instances an opportunity was afforded to talk directly
with the teacher previous to visiting in the classroom.
Three times it was necessary to postpone visits because
of no-school days. Due to the severity of the winter and its
consequent hazardous walking conditions, most of the schools
were operating on a single session plan which necessitated
that visiting be done before one o'clock. In fact, only one
classroom was visited during an afternoon session. The
average length of visit was two and one-half hours.
The opportunity provided for discussing the reading
programs with teachers, and in many instances with the pupils
as well, varied greatly from school to school. Some teachers
indicated a willingness to answer Questions as they moved from
group to group, while the physical education instructor was
working with the class, or while the pupils were engaged in
activities requiring little supervision. Other teachers
offered to discuss their reading programs before school, during
recess, or at the close of the school session.
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Every effort was made on the part of the investigator
to gather much of the desired information incidentally through
informal conversation. In general, the observation guide was
checked at the time of the classroom visit, whereas informa-
tion gained through interview was recorded after leaving the
school.
Many opportunities for exchanging ideas and information
were afforded during the interviews. Interviewees expressed a
keen interest in the reading activities being carried on in
other classrooms. Two supervisors, three principals, and five
teachers invited the interviewer to return after the study had
been completed to discuss the findings. In every school, the
principal, teacher, and pupils were most cordial and expressed
their willingness to assist the worker in every way. The
general attitude was well expressed by one of the teachers
thus: "The children and I will be glad to answer any questions
that you would like to ask about our work.
"
This attitude on the part of the population, not only
contributed much to making the investigation a pleasant ex-
perience, but was a most imoortant factor in determining the
1
validity of the data for, as frequently reported by Koos
,
the
success of an Interview is determined to large degree on the
willingness of the interviewee to answer Questions.
1. Op clt.

Also contributing to the validity of the investigation, was
the observation that no attempt was mo.de on the part of any
teacher to put on a "Show". The pupils were much at ease and
appeared to be very familiar with the various programs.
Summary
From the discussion in this chapter, it can be seen
that every effort was made to administer the interview and
observation guides in such a way as to obtain valid data. The
following chapter deals with an analysis of the findings of the
investigation.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
An analysis of the characteristics of twenty reading
programs that appeal to fifth-grade children is presented in
this chapter. The data which was obtained through interviews
and observations is considered under these headings:
1. Administrative resources and policies
2. Instructional materials
a) Audio-visual aids
b) Personal resources
c) Research aids
3. Techniques of instruction
Table IV shows the types of supervision provided in the
twenty classrooms studied.
TABLE IV
TYPE OF SUPERVISION
Type of Supervision Number Per cent
Supervising Principal 17 85
Teaching Principal 3 15
Total 20 100
This table shows seventeen classrooms, or 85 per cent,
had supervising principals, and three classrooms, or 15 per
cent, had teaching principals.
a.
'
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Table V shows types of special services provided in the
various communities.
TABLE V
SPECIAL SERVICES PROVIDED
No. of class- ( fo of class-
Specialists rooms served rooms served
Reading Consultant 7 35
Elementary Consultant and
Reading Consultant 5 25
Elementary Consultant 3 15
Elementary Consultant and
Remedial Reading Teacher 2 10
Remedial Reading Teacher 2 10
No Specialist 1 5
Total 20 100
For seven, or 35 per cent of the teachers, the services
of a reading consultant were available. The services of both
an elementary consultant and a reading consultant were offered
to five, or 25 per cent of the teachers. Three, or 15 per cent
of the teachers, could call upon an elementary consultant for
helt>.
The services of an elementary consultant and a remedial
reading teacher were provided to assist two, or 10 per cent of
-
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the teachers. In two, or 10 per cent of the classrooms, some
children were given special instruction by a remedial reading
teacher. Only one, or 5 per cent of the teachers, was not pro-
vided with the services of one or more specialist.
All teachers reported that:
1. They could select their own textbooks.
2. Adequate instructional supplies were
provided.
3. Course of study reouirements were
flexible.
4. Time allotments were flexible.
The approximate amount of time allotted each week for
reading instruction ranged from 140 to 300 minutes with an
average of 160 minutes.
This summary of findings indicates that the administra-
tive resources and policies were such as to encourage the de-
velopment of good instructional programs.
Interpretation of Tables
The column headings which appear in TABLES VI, VII,
VIII, XI, and XII should be interpreted thus:
Always - usually employed dally
Often - usually employed weekly
Sometimes - employed at least once
a month
Never - never, or less than once a
month
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Weighted Rating - determined by assigning
numerical values as fol
lows:
1 - Never
2 - Sometimes
3 - Often
4 - Always
Instructional Materials
Research revealed that it is almost impossible to de-
fine instructional materials so as to separate them from other
aspects of the learning situation* Thus, the writer realizes
that some readers will want to take exception to the present
classification of certain items under the heading of Instruc-
tional Materials.
In this chapter, a brief description of each item is
given immediately following the table in which the item is pre-
sented. Specific examples as to how some of these materials
were used will be presented in the next chapter.
Audio-Visual Aids Employed
In the following table, the audio-visual aids are
listed in order according to frequency of use:
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TABLE VI
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS EMPLOYED
Materials Used Always Often
Some-
|
times Never
Weighted
Rating
No. No. IT No. % No. %
Bulletin boards 10 5o 9 US 1 5 86
Blackboards 7 35 12 60 1 5 83
Pictures 6 30 7 35 7 35 7a
Maps, charts, globes 3 15 9 U5 8 l*o 69
Exhibits 3 15 6 30 8 1*0 3 15 61
Individual progress records 3 15 3 15 11 55 3 15 58
Experiments and demonstrations 6 30 11 55 3 15 5a
Movies h 20 11 55 5 25 a9
Excursions, field trips k 20 11 55 5 25 a9
Flash cards 15 75 5 25 aa
Visiting speakers 2 10 10 5o 8 1*0 a3
Radio 3 15 5 25 12 60 39
Phonograph 2 10 5 25 13 65 36
Slides, film strips, etc. a 20 16 80 35
.•
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The table just presented shows that a wide variety of
audio-visual aids were employed in the twenty classrooms in-
vestigated. The following descriptions indicate that the ac-
cessibility of materials determined to a large degree their
frequency of use.
Bulletin boards
Many bulletin boards presented an attractive
display of carefully mounted pictures with
captions. The pictures frequently pertained
to the social studies program.
Blackboards
In addition to blackboards being used by the
teacher, pupils were asked to illustrate cer-
tain concepts derived from their reading; for
example, to show how the "horseless carriage"
looked.
Pictures
A large percentage of the teachers had ex-
cellent picture collections. Then, too,
illustrations in books and magazines were of-
ten referred to.
Maps and globes
In connection with the various reading pro-
grams, maps and globes were used to locate
places mentioned in the stories being read.
Exhibits
In general, exhibits were either those bor-
rowed from the Children's Museum in Boston,
or assembled through the combined, effort of
teacher and pupils. The exhibits frequently
dealt with reading in the social studies
field.
Individual progress records
These records usually showed the number of li-
brary books read by each pupil. However, in
several classrooms, records were kept by the
pupils to show their progress in the mastery of
reading skills.
*
Experiments and demonstrations
Most of the experiments were outgrowths of
reading done in science hooks. Both ex-
periments and demonstrations were frequently
pupil-initiated as, for example, two boy
scouts asking to show hov; messages can be sent
by using signal flags.
Movies, Radio, Phonograph, Slides and Film Strips
Many teachers reported that they would use these
aids more often if better facilities were pro-
vided. In several instances ,teachers who used
these aids supplied their own materials. One
teacher had an excellent collection of slides on
New England which she had made.
Excursions, field trips
Visits to public libraries rated first in this
classification. Teachers reported that now that
transportation could be arranged, they were
planning to take the pupils on more excursions.
Flash cards
In general, flash cards were used only with chil-
dren needing special instruction
.
Visiting speakers
In classrooms where the children's parents and
neighbors had traveled a great deal, considerable
use was made of this resource. Several inter-
viewees expressed their intentions of utilizing
this resource in the near future.
In Chanter V, will be found specific examples as to
how these materials were utilized
.
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TABLE VII shows the personal resources employed
TABLE VII
PERSONAL RESOURCES EMPLOYED
Material Employed Always Often
Some-
times Never
Weighted
Rating
No. % No. % No. % No. % %
Previous experiences of pupils k 20 15 75 1 5 79
Previous experiences of teachers 3 15 16 80 1 5 78
This table indicates that in most of these twenty classrooms teachers
shared many of their own experiences, and brought into play many of the
pupils’ previous experiences.
TABLE VIII shows the research aids employed.
TABLE VIII
RESEARCH AIDS EMPLOYED
Materials Employed Always Often
Some-
times Never
Weighted
Rating
No. % No. IT No. No. %
"
"HT
School or classroom library 19 95 1 5 96
Basic Readers 16 80 2 10 2 10 88
Dictionaries 3 15 15 75 2 10 76
Newspapers, magazines 3 15 13 65 h 20 7h
Workbooks 2 10 2 10 11 55 5 25 51
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School or classroom library
In nineteen, or 95 per cent of the classrooms, good
library facilities were provided. Books on various
levels of difficulty, and fiction, as well as non-
fiction were in evidence.
Basal Readers
In 75 per cent of the classrooms, basic readers were
used regularly. In three of the four classrooms in
which basic readers were not generally used, almost
without exception, the pupils were excellent readers*
TABLE IX which is presented on the next page shows
the basal readers used.
Diet! onaries
In most classrooms, each pupil kept a dictionary at
his desk. Both dictionaries and glossaries v/ere often
used.
hews oaoers. Magazines
One class subscribed to a Boston daily. In many
classrooms, all children subscribed to some weekly
magazine such as My Weekly Reader or Young American .
Most of the classroom libraries had copies of the
National Geographic and other magazines which could
be used for research.
Workbooks
Workbooks were not widely used. However, many teach-
ers reported that they frequently referred to miscel-
laneous copies of workbooks for suggestions.
'• 1
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TABLE IX shows the basal readers used.
TABLE IX
BASAL READERS USED
Title Publisher
Grade
Level No. %
Days and Deeds Scott, Foresman Company 5 8 ko
Engine Whistles Row, Peterson Company 5 25
Let’s Travel On Macmillan Company 5 5 25
Pleasant Lands Scott, Foresman Company 3 15
Following New Trails Ginn and Company 5 2 10
Looking Forward Winston Compary 5 2 10
Frontiers Old and New Silver Burdett Company 2 10
Today and Tomorrow Yfinston Company h 2 10
Singing Wheels Row, Peterson Company h 2 10
Luck and Pluck D. C. Heath Company h 2 10
Times and Places Scott, Foresman Company h 2 10
Near and Far Silver, Burdett Company 3 2 10
Let’s Look Around Macmillan Company h 1 5
Distant Doorways Silver Burdett Company h 1 5
On The Long Road M tt ft 6 1 5
Let’s Go Ahead Macmillan Company 6 1 5
This table shows that the basal readers of seven publishers were used.
Of the sixteen books, seven were fifth-grade readers; six were written on a
fourth-grade level; two were of sixth—grade difficulty; and one third-grade
textbook was used.
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Techniques of Instruction
Table X shows the reading shills emphasized.
TABLE X
READING- SKILLS EMPHASIZED
Reading Shill Classrooms where emphasized
NO.
- .
%
Good oral reading 20 100
Use of index and table of contents 20 100
Following directions 20 100
Locating specific information 20 100
Comprehension 19 95
Vocabulary enrichment 19 95
Use of dictionary 19 95
Use of glossary 17 85
Organization 16 80
Evaluation of material read 16 80
Research 14 70
Outlining 14 70
Shimming 12 60
3peed 12 60
This table shows that in classrooms Investigated in
this study a wide variety of reading shills were employed.
Table XI shows the variety of techniques employed in
the development of these reading shills.
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TABLE XI
TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUCTION EMPLOYED
Technique Employed Always Often
Some-
times
Seldom
or Never
Weighted
Rating
No. % No. % No. % No. % %
Small group instruction 16 80 2 10 1 5 1 5 91
Special instruction for some
pupils 12 60 6 30 2 10 88
Specific analysis of individual
needs 12 60 5 25 3 15 86
Differentiated assignments 11 55 k 20 1* 20 1 5 81
Story telling or reading by
teacher 1* 20 12 60 h 20 75
Written checks on comprehension 19 95 1 5 71*
Questions designed by pupils to
be answered by classmates 5 25 9 1*5 6 30 71*
Oral checks on comprehension 18 90 2 10 73
Oral reports 17 85 3 15 71
Informal discussions 16 80 1* 20 70
Provision for recreational reading 17 85 2 10 1 5 70
Co-operative teacher-pupil planning 1* 20 8 UO 8 1*0 70
Current events 3 15 11 55 1* 20 2 10 69
Written reports m 70 6 30 68
Dramatizations 7 35 12 60 1 5 58
Dames 8 1*0 9 1*5 3 15 56
Other activities related to reading 6 30 13 65 1 5 56
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Small group instruction
Classes were divided into from two to five
groups. Some classrooms had a pupil leader
for each group.
Special instruction for some pupils
Remedial reading teachers gave special in-
struction to some of the pupils in four of
the classrooms. Where the services of a
specialist were not available, many classroom
teachers gave individual help to pupils who
had reading disabilities.
Specific analysis of Individual needs
In addition to informal test records, many
teachers kept a copy of achievement test
scores and Intelligence quotients in their
desks for quick reference.
Differentiated assignments
Each group had its own assignment and in some
instances special assignments were made for in-
dividual pupils.
Story telling, or reading by teacher
Many teachers were of the opinion that this
technique constituted one of the best means of
creating an appreciation of reading as a hobby.
Books and stories for this purpose were select-
ed on the basis of a high interest level.
Written checks on comprehension
Multiple choice, matching, and completion type
tests were used frequently. Hectographed copies
of the check were prepared, or the items were
written on the blackboard, and pupils were asked
to write the numbers of the items on a piece of
paper and after each number simply to give the
necessary response.
Questions designed by pupils to be answered by
classmates
Pupils delighted in asking their classmates ques-
tions about the reading assignments. For the
most part, these questions were well stated, and
called for a variety of responses.
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Oral checks on comprehension
For this purpose, questions designed by both
teachers and pupils were used. Most aues-
tions recuired more than a "yes" or "no" re-
sponse.
Oral reports
Book reports and reviews of research were used
for this purpose.
Informal discussions
Discussions were used to motivate the reading
program or as a check on comprehension.
Provision for recreational reading
In many classrooms a thirty to sixty-minute
period was set apart once a week for this pur-
pose. Then, too, children were encouraged to
keep a library book at their desks so that they
could read whenever they had completed assign-
ments.
Co-operative teacher-pupil planning
In three classrooms the pupils and teachers
planned all of their activities co-operatively.
In some of the other classrooms pupils were con-
sulted regarding some of the activities; e.g.
they helped in the selection of material to be
read.
Current events
In classrooms where current events were dis-
cussed regularly, the approximate amount of time
allotted for this activity varied from ten min-
utes daily to thirty minutes once a week.
Written reports
The reports were usually either book reviews or
reviews of research reading in the content sub-
ject areas.
Dramatizations
Plays included in the basal readers, as well as
original plays or skits written by pupils were
used for dramatizations.

Games
Games were used to motivate dictionary drills
and as aui aid to vocabulary development.
Other activities related to reading
Clubs, assembly programs, vocabulary booklets,
and State certificate reading were also used.
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TABLE XII gives a summary of the materials and techniques employed
.
TABLE XII
SUMMARY OF MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
Materials and Techniques Used Always Often
Some-
times Never
Weighted
Rating
No. fT No. JT No. % No. % %
School or classroom library 19 95 1 5 96
Small group instruction 16 80 2 10 1 5 1 5 91
Basic readers 16 80 2 10 2 10 88
Special instruction for some pupils 12 60 6 30 2 10 88
Specific analysis of individual
needs 12 60 5 25 3 15 86
Bulletin boards 10 50 9 h5 1 5 86
Blackboards 7 35 12 60 1 5 83
Differentiated assignments 11 55 i* 20 1* 20 1 5 81
Previous experience of pupils 1* 20 15 75 1 5 79
Previous experience of teacher 3 15 16 80 1 5 78
Dictionaries 3 15 15 75 2 10 76
Story telling or reading by teacher 1* 20 12 60 i* 20 75
Pictures 6 30 7 35 7 35 7U
Written checks on comprehension 19 95 1 5 71*
Newspapers and magazines 3 15 13 65 1* 20 71*
Questions designed by pupils to
be answered by classmates 5 25 9 1*5 6 30 71*
Oral checks on comprehension 18 90 2 10 73
Oral reports 17 85 3 15 71
Informal discussions 16 80 1* 20 70
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TABLE XII - continued
)
>
Materials and Techniques Used Always Often
Some-
times Never
Weighted
Ratine
No.n No. nr No. a/9 No. % %
Provision for recreational reading 17 85 2 10 1 5 70
Co-operative teacher-pupil planning 1* 20 8 1*0 8 l*o 70
Maps, charts, globes 3 15 9 1*5 8 l*o 69
Current events 3 15 11 55 h 20 2 10 69
Written reports n* 70 6 30 68
Exhibits 3 15 6 30 8 Uo 3 15 61
Individual progress records kept
by pupils 3 15 3 15 11 55 3 15 58
Dramatizations 7 35 12 60 1 5 58
Carnes 8 ho 9 1*5 3 15 56
Other activities related to reading 6 30 13 65 1 5 56
Experiments and demonstrations 6 30 11 55 3 15 51*
Workbooks 2 10 2 10 11 55 5 25 51
tfovies 1* 20 11 55 5 25 1*9
Sxcursions 1* 20 11 55 5 25 1*9
•’lash cards 15 75 5 25 1*1*
Visiting speakers 2 10 10 50 8 1*0 1*3
ladio 3 15 5 25 12 60 39
Monograph 2 10 5 25 13 65 36
Slides, film strips 1* 20 16 80 35
Jbw ; so - -IX ..
CHAPTER V
ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS AND PRACTICES

CHAPTER V
ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS AND PRACTICES
Specific examples of some of the materials and tech-
niaues employed in the various classrooms visited are presented
in this chapter.
Bulletin Boards
A bulletin board display entitled LET BOOKS BE OUR COM-
PANIONS had been developed to encourage recreational reading.
The cover picture from the September 1947 issue of Good House-
keeping was used as a center of interest. As each pupil fin-
ished reading a library book, he wrote a brief book review for
the display. The reports followed this pattern:
a) Title of book
b ) Author
c) Main characters
d) Description of the part enjoyed most
e) Why the book was liked or disliked
To add to the attractiveness of the display, each child
made a cover for his report by cutting his name from a piece of
white paper and mounting it on colored paper. A sample cover
is given here.
To create an interest in current events, a bulletin
board on READING- OR OBSERVING had been prepared. The picture
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and caption used in this d_isplay had been taken from a Boston
newspaper, and told e.bout the clearing of snow from local side-
walks by parents and neighbors of children in the class. Under
the attractively mounted picture and caption the following ques-
tions were listed:
1, How warm was it last Saturday?
2, What main street is shown?
3, Why were the sidewalks cleared?
4, By whom were they cleared?
5, What refreshments were served?
6, What notice is posted on the telephone pole?
The teacher explained that within a few days these ques-
tions would be used as a basis of a class discussion.
Records of Progress
In many of the classrooms a record of the library read-
ing was kept on charts. Two examples follow:
LIBRA]HY RE:adin< 1
J 1
•4J
n
i
Robert
Jean
.* 8
2
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Card files afforded another means of keeping a record
of library reading. Cards were filed under ea.ch child's name.
On the 3" x 5" cards, pupils recorded the title of each book
read, the author's name, and a brief comment about the book.
The following form was used for recording the daily
evaluation of each pupil's achievement in certain reading skills.
The evaluation of each child's work was made by the children
within a given reading group. Pupils took turns keeping the
records.
Name
Janilary
4 S 4 7
Expression
Comprehension
Vocabulary
Key for Checking :
- good
X
- poor
? - no group agreement
-
not complete
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Reading certificates supplied by the Massachusetts De-
partment of Education had been awarded to pupils who had real five
books from an approved reading list. Some children were working
for a twenty-book, or honor certificate. Detailed information
regarding these reading certificates is given in Appendix II.
GO
G-ame: WORDS
Games
Purpose : Vocabulary enrichment
Materials : Have each child prepare on a piece of 5" x 7-| u oak
tag a card similar to the sample given here. The
words should be arranged in a different order on
each card. Words on which the children need many
practices should be used.
ample focus assure quarry penance
accord expert dote crane splice
fore assume WORDS seep bamboo
awe coyote morsel deposit teal
forlorn pelt sultan rove tangy
With the aid of dictionaries have the children prepare a
1" x 1-M definition card for each word used. Antonyms or synonyms
may be used in place of definitions, e.g.
Procedure :
agree more than
enough
As the teacher pronounces a word, each nlayer finds
the definition of the word and uses it to cover the
word on his card. The child who first covers five
words in a straight line, horizontally, vertically,
or diagonally, wins the game. The winner calls out
^Words' 1 and theg has to read his words and dsfini-

Game : FISH
Purpose : To give practice on new vocabulary
Material : Mate two cards for each word used, e.g.
,
coyote coyote
(Cards made from pieces of oak tag 2"
x 3" are very satisfactory.
)
Procedure : This game may be played with two or more children.
Deal out five cards to each player. The remainder
of the pack is placed face down on the center of
the table. The object of the game is to get as
many pairs of cards as possible. Beginning with
the player to the left of the dealer, each child
in turn asks any player he wishes for a card to
match one which he holds in his hand. If the child
asked has the word he gives it to the first player.
The player who is "it" continues to ask for other
cards until he is unsuccessful. If the player
asked does not have the card requested he says
"Fish", and the player who is "it" takes the top
card from the pack, and the player to his left has
a turn. The winner is the player with the largest
number of paired cards.
Library Resources
In most instances a good collection of books for re-
search and recreational reading was kept in the classroom. Each
child was encouraged to keep at least one library book in his
desk so that he could read as he had time.
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Many of the books used for the classroom library had
been borrowed from the public library. Thirty or more books
were borrov/ed at a time and these collections were usually
changed at least once a month. Sometimes pupils and teachers
visited the public library during school hours and made their
selection of books. Then, too, pupils were encouraged to bring
to school their favorite books and to share them with class-
mates. Several classrooms had a pupil librarian with whom
arrangements could be made to borrow books to be read at home.
Book lists to guide the children in their selection of
books were supplied by the Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion, public librarians, reading consultants, and elementary
consultants. Many of these lists gave the vocabulary level of
each book listed.
It was the opinion of many teachers that the classroom
library was one of the greatest assets in helping the children
to develop permanent interests in reading.
Small Group Instruction
In one classroom the children were divided into four
groups. A pupil leader for each group had been given a written
outline of the day's assignment for his group. The lessons de-
veloped as follows:
Group I
Research reading on a social studies unit was the as-
signment. Pupils made excellent use of the library resources.
.‘
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During the second half of the period the teacher assisted in-
dividual pupils with the organization and outlining of the re-
search material.
Group II
The pupils in this group worked in an n extra” class-
room. Their activities consisted of the oral reading of ma-
terial which had been previously studied silently, oral ques-
tions formulated by pupils to be answered by classmates, and a
written completion type test.
Group III
During the first half of the period, the teacher intro-
duced a new story and supervised the silent reading. Then, the
oral reading and discussion were carried on under the direction
of a pupil leader.
Group IV
An excellent reader from Group I introduced the new
vocabulary. Then this "helper" returned to her group and the
leader for Group IV continued with the assignment which con-
sisted of a silent reading lesson, followed by a short multiple
choice test.
Among the outstanding features of this program was the
respect shown for the group leaders. Then, too, as each group
completed the reading assignment, the members of the group pur-
sued various activities while waiting for the teacher to dis-
miss the children with whom she was working.
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Teacher Questions.: A' ;- c totA°.n.^.
1. Tell us about Mary' s ride in the airplane,
2. Give some experience you have had that ca.used you to change
your mind* about something.
3. What wa.s the longest freight train that you have seen? What
was in the cars?
4. What buildings have you been in that were air-conditioned?
Why are buildings air-conditioned?
5. About how far from here would one-fourth of a mile be?
6. How would you expect an artist's report of a hurricane to
differ from that of a newspaper reporter?
7. Head to find some expressions that would be confusing to a
foreigner.
8. Why did the government decide to make an issue of the Gold
Rush Stamp?
9. Compare Tom's feelings with some that you have had.
10. How would you decide if you were in Mary 1 s place.
Pupil Questions
1. Locate on the map where these people came from.
2. Find a sentence that describes how Mr. Smith felt when he
won the race.
3. What is a "governor"? Who is governor of Massachusetts? Do
you know anything about his ancestors?
4. Has anyone a question he would like to ask?
5. Give reasons for your answer.
6. Why was Fulton's boat called Fulton's folly?
7. How did oeople travel at the time this story takes place?
8. How did John show that he was grateful?
9. What does "misjudge" mean?
10.
Give this sentence not using the word "ample".
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Discussions
Led by: Pupil
Purpose : To summarize research reading.
The leader conducted the discussion thus:
"Let's tell about the kind of ueople that
lived in the colonies.
Let's put some brain work into this dis-
cussion.
Has anyone anything more to add?
Let's have some other people answer
these questions.
What evidence do you have for that state-
ment?
I agree with, or I do not agree with,
( John )
.
I suggest that we ask each one for his
opinion.
"
Led by: Teacher
Purpose : To introduce a story about the Gold Rush.
The teacher showed a ulcture of the new postage stamp and
asked the pupils why they thought it had been Issued. She en-
couraged pupils to tell what they already knew about the Gold
Rush. From time to time the teacher offered interesting bits
of information.

Teacher Reads to Pupils
The reason given by many teachers for reading orally
to children was that it helped to create an appreciation of
good literature. Material selected for this purpose was usu-
ally too difficult for most of the children to be able to read
independently.
Frequently a teacher would hesitate when reading to the
class and let the children suggest the missing word. The
children would often give a synonym for the original word. Then
the word used to the story would be called to their attention.
Thus, new vocabulary was developed and the children encouraged
to use context clues.
Other Soecial Activities
1 '
TIDNIF CLUB
The following was written on blackboard:
In what state in the United States are the
lowest and the highest pieces of land? What
are the names of these two places?
1. a
2. M
3. D
TIDNIF box (answer box) on a table. The children wrote
the answers to the above questions on slips of paper any time
during the day. Every other day the answers were checked, and
if the pupil had the correct answers for all of the questions
he scored a point. If all questions for the week had been cor-
rectly answered, the pupil was entitled to wear a TIDNIF Pin.
1. Find it.
.'
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The Din was made from an oak tag disk on which was written
TIDNIF CLUB MEMBER.
Our Newspaper Vocabulary Booklet
A booklet was made up of clippings in which words re-
cently discussed in class were underlined. The clippings were
arranged alphabetically by underlined words. Such words as
industry, Hub, fiord, Administration, had been underlined, e.g.
,
Washington, Oct. 6 (A.P.)
John L. Lewis turned down a request
of bituminous coal operators.
At the movies children were encouraged to listen for the
"new words", as well as on the radio and in conversation at home.
Sending of Messages
The sending of messages through use of the Morse code
wa3 an outgrowth of a story read about sending messages. Two
of the boys in the class who had brothers in the service knew
the code and were planning to demonstrate how messages could be
sent. Another pupil who was a scout, was going to demonstrate
how the Morse code can be written.
Cross V7ord Puzzles
The solving of cross-word puzzles prepared by the
teacher for a check-up at the end of a history unit was very
popular in one classroom visited.
**
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine through in-
terviews and observations the characteristics of reading pro-
grams in twenty fifth-grade classrooms. At least fifty per
cent of the children in these classrooms had selected reading
as their first or second choice of all school subjects. The
teachers and pupils used in this study assisted the investi-
gator in every possible way, thus having made it possible to
collect valid data.
G-eneral Conclusions
1. The administrative resources and policies were such
as to encourage the development of good reading orograms.
2. In most instances, the teacher's favorite subject
was not reading.
3. A wide variety of materials and techniques were em-
ployed.
4. Basal readers on at least two levels were used in
most classrooms.
5. The pupils represented a wide range of native
ability.
6. Many reading skills were emphasized.
7. Excellent library facilities were provided within
the classrooms.
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8. Good provision was made for individual needs
Educational Implications
The following implications in relation to the planning
of good reading programs appear to result from this study,
1. Administrative resources and policies should pro-
vide for:
a) Teacher participation in the selection of
instructional materials
b) Flexible courses of study
c) Flexible time allotments
d) Services of specialists to assist the class-
room teacher
e) Adequate supplies
f) A testing program which is planned pri-
marily to aid the teachers.
2. A wide variety of materials and techniques should be
employed.
3. Materials and techniques should be well adjusted to
the Interests, ability, and learning rate of individuals and
groups within the class. Grouping of pupils helps to make such
instruction possible.
4. Reading materials including fiction and non-fiction
should be accessible to the pupils. A small classroom library
is of real value.
5. Basal readers on several grade levels should be
used.
6. Many reading skills should be emphasized.
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7. Pupils should be kept informed as to individual
progress,
8, Teacher-pupil planning should be encouraged,
SUGGESTED FURTHER STUDY
1. Conduct a similar investigation in twenty fifth-
grade classrooms where reading is not a popular subject in order
that comparisons may be made with the findings of the present
study.
2. Repeat the study at other grade levels to see if the
same characteristics are predominant,
3. Repeat the study and include the administration of
intelligence and achievement tests to determine if children who
ra.te reading high as a preference for school subjects are a-
chieving up to their capacity.
4. Next year conduct a follow-up study on the pupils
used in the present investigation to determine if reading con-
tinues to be the most popular subject.
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CHAPTER VII
APPENDIX

SUBJECT PREFERENCES IN THE FIFTH GRADE
A Cooperative Study Being Carried On in New England Cities and Towns
1. Before the check lists are marked by the pupils the
teacher should cross out the subject or subjects that do not apply to
her school system. E.g., if your pupils have Social Studi es cross out
History and Geography ; if they are used to calling a subject Art cross
out Drawing
,
or vice versa; cross out either Language or English
,
etc.
2. Go over the directions on the check-list carefully with
the children. Answer any questions any child may ask as long as your
answer does not influence his choices in any way.
3. Pupils should use pencils making their marks distinctly.
4. No child should omit any part of the check-list that
applies to any subject he has in school. It would be helpful to the
investigation if you would check to see that there are no omissions.
5. Do not be surprised to find that there will be highly
individual reactions as to favorite subjects, likes and dislikes, and
degree of difficulty,
6. When the papers are collected, fill in the information
called for at the bottom of this sheet, and PLACE THIS SHEET on top of
the children's papers. Put an elastic or string around the bundle.
7o Return the papers to the person indicated by the
directions given you when you received them through the Office of the
Superintendent of Schools.
Teacher's Name
School
City or Town State
Which subject do you most enjoy teaching?
'
GIRLS AND BOYS: Here is your
chance to tell us -what your
favorite studies are and why
you like some studies better
than others.
Name
School
Town
Mark with an "X” Girl Boy
Teacher* s Name
COLUMN I
DIRECTIONS: Choose your favorite
studies from those named.
Put 1 before your first choice.
Put 2 before your second choice.
Put 3 before your third choice.
(Mark these 3 choices in Col. I)
COLUMN II
DIRECTIONS: Put a
circle around the letter
which tells how you feel
about each study.
L—I like it very much.
N—I neither like
nor dislike it.
D—I dislike it very
much.
COLUMN III
DIRECTIONS: Put a circle
around the word which tells
whether you think a subject
is EASY or HARD.
o oH • M Col. II Col . Ill
READING L N D Easy Hard
ARITHMETIC L N D Easy Hard
LANGUAGE or ENGLISH L N D Easy Hard
PENMANSHIP or HANDWRITING L N D Easy Hard
SPELLING L N D Easy Hard
GEOGRAPHY L N D Easy Hard
HISTORY L N D Easy Hard
SOCIAL STUDIES L N D Easy Hard
ART or DRAWING L N D Easy Hard
MUSIC L N D Easy Hard
\ SCIENCE or NATURE STUDY L N D Easy Hard
HEALTH EDUCATION L N D Easy Hard
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STATE CERTIFICATE READING
1946 SUPPLEMENT
DIVISION OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Publication of this Document Approved by the Commission on Administration
and Finance
5m. 5-47-21095

PREFACE
To Librarians
,
Teachers, and Parents:
THE books on the 1946 supplement of the State Certificate Reading List
were selected by the Consultant, School Libraries and Public Library Service to
Children and Young People. The selection from the hundreds of juveniles
published annually is made with a knowledge of children’s interests and back-
grounds which vary in different communities. The emphasis is placed on
books of good format which are a pleasure to read or whose subject content
attracts spontaneously the boy or girl. The list is not meant to be inclusive, and
unusually expensive aditions have been omitted.
The arrangement is by subject with the books in each group listed alphabetically
by title. The title is placed first to stimulate the interest of the child zvho
may use the list directly.
Procedure: Any child who reads five books from the list may apply for a five-
book certificate. A twenty-book, or honor certificate, is awarded in place
of the fourth five book certificate; at least five of these twenty books read
must be non-fiction. The authors and titles of the books reported on should
be written on the back of the certificate and the pupil’s name, town, and grade
filled in.
The teacher or librarian should be satisfied that the child has read the book.
Any compulsion in reading for certificates on the part of the library or the
school is deprecated, since the fundamental purpose of the list is to stimulate
lasting enjoyment in reading and to help establish for life the good habit of
turning to books for information. In addition to books on the State Certificate
Reading Lists and the monthly selected buying list of new books issued by
the Division of Public Libraries, we shall be glad to approve for certificate
reading any book listed in the aids contained in Book Selection for Children
and Young People, 1945, compiled by the Joint Committee of the National
Education Association and the American Library Association, provided the
source is indicated on the back of the certificate.
The librarian, or the school librarian, signs the certificate and awards it. Five-
book certificates may be awarded when first won but honor certificates have
an added glory if some ceremony attends their award. This should emphasize
the pleasure and importance of reading rather than the spirit of competition
so that all will be encouraged to participate.
To Girls and Boys Who Use This List:
This is a guide to good times with books of 1946. We know you will find
many worth re-reading and remembering.
If denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
3
grade span indicated by [ ]
ANIMAL STORIES
§Animal Ink
By Virginia Moe
Houghton & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.50 [Gr. 4-7]
[[The Brave Bantam
By Louise Seaman
Illustrated by Helen Sewell
Macmillan $1 [Gr. 2-4]
The Burro-Tamer
By Florence Hayes
Random & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.25 [Gr. 7-9]
[[The C-Circus
By Elizabeth Hamilton
Illustrated by Michael Ladd
Coward-McCann $1.50 [Gr. 1-3]
The Great White Buffalo
By Harold McCracken
Illustrated by Remington Schuyler
Lippincott $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
Greylock and the Robins
By Tom Robinson
Illustrated by Robert Lawson
Viking & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 3-4]
HJOHNNY AND HlS MULE
By Ellis Credle
Photographs by Charles Townsend
Oxford $1.50 [Gr. 2-4]
[[Kitten Stand
By Elizabeth Coatsworth
Pictures by Katherine Keeler
Grosset $.50 [Gr. 2-4]
[[The Little Island
By Golden MacDonald
Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard
Doubleday & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.50 [Gr. 1-3]
Monkey with a Notion
By Glenn O. Blough
Illustrated by John F. DeCuir
Holt & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 3-5]
HRaccoon Twins
By Inez Hogan
Illustrated by the author
Dutton $1 [Gr. 1-3]
Round the Afternoon
By Charlotte Jackson
Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard
Dodd $2 [Gr. 1-3]
§Tale of the Wild Goose
By Henry B. Kane
Illustrated by the author
Knopf $1.75 [Gr. 3-6]
HORSES AND DOGS
Bonny’s Boy
By Ferdinand E. Rechnitzer
Illustrated by Marguerite Kirmse
Winston & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
Come, Jack !
By Robert W. McCullock
Illustrated by Duncan Coburn
Houghton $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
HMy Dog Rinty
By Ellen Tarry and Marie Ets
Illustrated by Alexander and
Alexandra Alland
Viking $1.50 [Gr. 1-4]
[[Robbie the Brave Little Collie
By Dorothy K. L’Hommedieu
Illustrated by Marguerite Kirmse
Lippincott $2 [Gr. 1-4]
Starlight
By Regina Woody
Morrow $2 [Gr. 5-8]
Too Many Dogs
By Quail Hawkins
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
Holiday House $1.50 [Gr. 3-4]
Wild Dog of Edmonton
By David Grew
Illustrated by Ellen Segner
McKay & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
Wild Palomino
By Stephen Holt
Illustrated by W. C. Nims
Longmans $2 [Gr. 5-7]
[f denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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CHRISTMAS STORIES
§Christmas Tales for Reading
Aloud
By Robert Lohan, Editor
Stephen Daye $3.75 [Gr. 4-9]
The Four Friends
By Eleanor Hoffmann
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
Macmillan $2 [Gr. 3-5]
A Grandma for Christmas
By Alta Halverson Seymour
Illustrated by Janet Smalley and
Jeanne McLavy
Westminster $1 [Gr. 3-5]
Marta the Doll
By Eloise Lownsbery
Illustrated by Marya Werten
Longmans $2 [Gr. 3-6]
HGift of the Earth
By Pachita Crespi
Illustrated by the author
Scribner $1.25 [Gr. 2-3]
While Shepherds Watched
By Marguerite Vance
Illustrated by Nedda Walker
Dutton $1 [Gr. 3-6]
FOLK TALE AND FANCY
The Angry Planet
By John Keir Cross
Illustrated by Robin Jacques
Coward & dr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
§Demons and Dervishes
By Phyllis R. Fenner, Editor
Illustrated by Henry C. Pitz
Knopf $2 [Gr. 3-6]
Gigi In America
By Elizabeth Foster
Illustrated by Phyllis N. Cote
Houghton & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 4-6]
The Heavenly Tenants
By William Maxwell
Illustrated by Ilonka Karasz
Harper $2 [Gr. 3-5]
The Magic Shop
By Maurice Dolbier
Illustrated by Fritz Eichenberg
Random House $1.75 [Gr. 1-4]
Miss Hickory
By Carolyn S. Bailey
Lithographs by Ruth Gannett
Viking & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.50 [Gr. 4-6]
UNobody’s Doll
By Adele DeLeeuw
Illustrated by Anne Vaughan
Little $1.75 [Gr. 2-4]
Miss Pennyfeather and the
Pooka
By Eileen O’Faolain
Illustrated by Aldren Watson
Random House & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 4-6]
§A Pocketful of Rhymes
By Katherine Love, Editor
Illustrated by Henriette Jones
Crowell $1.75 [Gr. 3-6]
§The Runaway Soldier
Retold by Fruma Gottschalk
Illustrated by Simon Lissim
Knopf $2.50 [Gr. 3-5]
§Star Mountain
By Camilla Campbell
Illustrated by Ena McKinney
Whittlesey $2 [Gr. 4-6]
§Wakaima and the Clay Man
By E. B. Kalibala and Mary Gould
Davis
Illustrated by Avery Johnson
Longmans $2 [Gr. 3-6]
§The Wizard and His Magic
Powder
ft By Alfred S. Campbell
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
Knopf $1.75 [Gr. 2-4]
§Yes and No Stories
By George and Helen Papashvily
Illustrated by Simon Lissim
Harper $2.50 [Gr. 4-7]
ft denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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HOBBIES
Animals for You To Make
By Philip L. Martin
Lippincott $2 [Gr. 4-9]
Book of Indian Crafts and Cos-
tumes
By Bernard S. Mason
Barnes $3 [Gr. 7-9]
Boy Showman
By Stanley Pashko
Greenberg $2.50 [Gr. 6-9]
UFamiliar Animals and How to
Draw Them
By Amy Hogeboom
Vanguard $1.25 [Gr. 2-5]
Fun with Figures
By Ira and Mae Freeman
Illustrated by Helen Armstrong
Random House $1.25 [Gr. 7-9]
Fun with Puzzles
By Joseph Leeming
Drawings by Jessie Robinson
Lippincott $2 [Gr. 5-7]
More Pictures to Grow Up With
By Katharine Gibson
Studio & Jr. Literary Guild
$3.50 [Gr. 7-9]
An Open Door to Chemistry
By John L. Horning and
G. C. McGinnis
Appleton-Century $2 [Gr. 7-9]
Toy Boats to Make at Home
By Joseph Leeming
Illustrated by Jessie Robinson
Appleton-Century $2 [Gr. 3-5]
^Without Fire
By Marian E. Baer
Illustrated by Frederick T. Chapman
Rinehart $1 [Gr. 2-5]
HWhat To Do Now
By Tina Lee
Illustrated by Manning Lee
Doubleday & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 1-4]
HUMOR
§Big Music
By Mary Bleecker, Compiler
Illustrated by Louis S. Glanzman
Viking $2.50 [Gr. 4-7]
UCap’n Dow and the Hole in the
Doughnut
By LeGrand
Abingdon-Cokesbury $1 [Gr. 1-3]
Harriett
By Charles McKinley, Jr.
Illustrated by William Pene Du Bois
Viking $2 [Gr. 4-6]
Mr. Nip and Mr. Tuck in the Air
By Caroline D. Emerson
Illustrated by W. C. Nims
Dutton $2 [Gr. 4-5]
§The Tiger and the Rabbit
By Pura Belpre
Illustrated by Kay P. Parker
Houghton $1.75 [Gr. 4-6]
§Timothy Turtle
By A1 Graham
Pictures by Tony Palazzo
Robert Welch Pub. Co. $2 [Gr. 3-5]
denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
6
INTERESTING BOOKS OF INFORMATION
Big Tree
By Mary and Conrad Buff
Viking & Jr. Literary Guild
$3 [Gr. 4-6]
Builders of the Old World
By Gertrude Hartman
Illustrated by Marjorie Quenneli
Heath $1.80 [Gr. 7-9]
California Pageant
By Robert G. Cleland
Illustrated by Raymond Lufkin
Knopf $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
China’s Story
By Enid LaMonte Meadowcroft
Crowell $2 [Gr. 5-8]
Fly It Away
By Henry Lent
Macmillan $2 [Gr. 5-7]
[[The Golden Encyclopedia
By Dorothy Bennett
Illustrated by Cornelius DeWitt
Simon $2.50 [Gr. 2-5]
[[It Seems Like Magic
By Josephine Van D. Pease
Illustrated by Esther Friend
Rand McNally $2.50 [Gr. 2-4]
The Land and People of Brazil
By Rose Brown
Illustrated with photographs
Lippincott $2.25 [Gr. 6-9]
The Land of the English People
By Alicia Street
Illustrated with photographs
Lippincott $2 [Gr. 7-9]
Land Renewed
By William R. Van Dersal and
Edward H. Graham
Oxford University Press $2 [Gr. 7-9]
[[Let’s Find Out
By Herman and Nina Schneider
Pictures by Jeanne Bendick
Scott $1.25 [Gr. 2-3]
Life Through the Ages
By Charles R. Knight
Illustrated by the author
Knopf $1.75 [Gr. 6-9]
The Modern Wonder Book of
Trains and Railroading
By Norman V. Carlisle
Winston $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
Oceans in the Sky
By Vera Edelstadt
Illustrated by Louis Bunin
Knopf $1.75 [Gr. 4-7]
Palestine
By Paul V. Falkenberg
Illustrated by Rafaello Busoni
Holiday House $1 [Gr. 6-9]
Russia’s Story
By Dorothy Erskine
Illustrated by Bob Smith
Crowell $2.50 [Gr. 6-9]
Scandinavian Roundabout
By Agnes Rothery
Illustrated by George Gray
Dodd $2.50 [Gr. 5-9]
Ships of the Fleet
By Elizabeth Mallett Conger
Illustrated with photographs
Holt $2 [Gr. 7-9]
South American Zoo
By Victor W. Von Hagen
Illustrated by Francis L. Jacques
Messner $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
[[Trucks at Work
By Mary Elting
Pictures by Ursula Koering
Garden City Pub. Co. $.50 [Gr. 3-6]
Story of American Aviation
By Jim Ray
Illustrated by the author
Winston $2.50 [Gr. 6-8]
Volcano
By By Tom Galt
Illustrated by Ralph Ray
Scribner $2 [Gr. 5-8]
U denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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PEOPLE OF NOTE
§America’s Paul Revere
By Esther Forbes
Illustrated by Lynd Ward
Houghton $2 [Gr. 7-9]
§Captain John Smith: The Lad
from Lincolnshire
By Ruth Holberg
Illustrated by Ava Morgan
Crowell & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
HEdvard Grieg, Boy of the North-
land
By Sybil Deucher
Illustrated by Mary Greenwalt
Dutton $2.50 [Gr. 4-6]
§Famous American Generals
By Robert H. Shoemaker and
Leonard A. Paris
Illustrated by Constance J. Naar
Crowell $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
Joe Mason, Apprentice to Audubon
By Charlie May Simon
Illustrated by Henry Pitz
Dutton $2.75 [Gr. 7-9]
Miss Emily
By Jean Gould
Illustrated by Ursula Koering
Houghton $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
Mistress of the White House
By Helen L. Morgan
Illustrated by Phyllis Cote
Westminster Press & Jr. Literary
Guild $2 [Gr. 7-9]
HPOCAHONTAS
By Ingri and Edgar P. D’Aulaire
Illustrated by the authors
Doubleday & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.50 [Gr. 3-5]
Quicksilver Bob
By Corinne Lowe
Illustrated by David Hendrickson
Harcourt $2 [Gr. 7-9]
§Sergei Rachmaninoff
By Antoni Gronowicz
Illustrated by Woodi Ishmael
Dodd $2.50 [Gr. 8-9]
STORIES OF OTHER LANDS
Adventure in Tunisia
By Dahris Martin
Illustrated by Flora N. DeNuth
Messner & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
Australia Calling
By Margaret L. Macpherson
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
Dodd $2 [Gr. 5-7]
The Avion My Uncle Flew
By Cyrus Fisher
Illustrated by Richard Floethe
Appleton-Century $2.50 [Gr. 6-9]
The Bamboo Gate
By Virginia A. Oakes
Illustrated by Don Kingman
Macmillan $2 [Gr. 4-7]
Cabin for Crusoe
By David Severn
Illustrated by Ursula Koering
Houghton $2 [Gr. 4-6]
Castle of Adventure
By Enid Blyton
Illustrated by Stuart Tresilian
Macmillan $2 [Gr. 4-7]
Chukchi Hunter
By Dorothy Stall
Illustrated by George F. Mason
Morrow $2 [Gr. 4-7]
The Hidden Treasure of Glaston
By Eleanore M. Jewett
Illustrated by Frederick T. Chapman
Viking $2.50 [Gr. 6-8]
Imps and Angels
By Jane Gilbert
Illustrated by Nedda Walker
Dutton $2 [Gr. 5-7]
HLokoshi
By Raymond Creekmore
Illustrated by the author
Macmillan $1.75 [Gr. 1-3]
H denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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Madeleine Takes Command
By Ethel C. Brill
Illustrated by Bruce Adams
Whittlesey & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
Niko’s Mountains
By Maria Gleit
Illustrated by Mimi Korach
Scribner $2.50 [Gr. 5-8]
APaji
By Esther Kiviat
Pictures by Harold Price
Whittlesey $2 [Gr. 3-6]
§Picture Story of Holland
By Dola Dejong
Illustrated by Gerard Hordyk
McKay & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 4-6]
Quest of the Golden Condor
By Clayton Knight
Illustrated by the author
Knopf $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
STORIES OF THE
UBenjy of Boston
By Frances Cavanah
Illustrated by Pauline Jackson
McKay $1 [Gr. 3-5]
The Big Brewster Family
By Jannette May Lucas
Illustrated by Mabel B. Hill
Lippincoti $2 [Gr. 5-7]
Black River Captive
By West Lathrop
Illustrated by Dwight Logan
Random $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
§Daring Riders
By Lena Barksdale
Illustrated by Frank Nicholas
Knopf $2 [Gr. 3-5]
Dragon Prows Westward
By William Bunce
Illustrated by Lorence Bjorklund
Harcourt $2 [Gr. 5-9]
The End of Long John Silver
By David W. Moore
Illustrated by Henry Pitz
Crowell $2 [Gr. 5-7]
§How the Pilgrims Came to Ply-
mouth
By Olga W. Hall-Quest
Illustrated by James MacDonald
Dutton $2 [Gr. 4-6]
Rommany Luck
By Patricia Gordon
Illustrated by Rafaello Busoni
Viking $2 [Gr. 5-7]
Silver Strain
By Kathrene S. Pinkerton
Harcourt $2 [Gr. 7-9]
The Tangled Skein
By Alta H. Seymour
Ryerson & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
^Thirteenth Stone
By Jean Bothwell
Illustrated by Margaret Ayer
Harcourt $2 [Gr. 4-6]
Vagabonds All
By E. K. Seth-Smith
Illustrated by Anne Vaughn
Houghton $2 [Gr. 7-9]
UNITED STATES
Jeremy Pepper
By Frances Rogers and Alice Beard
Illustrated by Frances Rogers
Lippincott & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
Jonathan Goes West
By Stephen W. Meader
Illustrated by Edward Shenton
Hacourt $2.25 [Gr. 7-9]
ULost Children of the Shoshones
By Evelyn C. Nevin
Illustrated by Manning Lee
Westminster $2 [Gr. 3-6]
Michael’s Victory
By Clara I. Judson
Illustrated by Elmer Wexler
Houghton $2 [Gr. 4-6]
The Sea Is Blue
By Marie A. Lawson
Illustrated by the author
Viking $2 [Gr. 7 & up]
Where the Redbird Flies
By Wilhelmina Harper
Illustrated by George Avison
Dutton $2.50 [Gr. 5-7]
The Wonderful Day
By Elizabeth Coatsworth
Illustrated by Helen Sewell
Macmillan $1.75 [Gr. 5-7]
denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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ALL IN THE FAMILY
[[Bayou Boy
By Eleanor Lattimore
Illustrated by the author
Morrow $2 [Gr. 3-5]
Blue Ridge Billy
By Lois Lenski
Illustrated by the author
Lippincott $2.50 [Gr. 4-7]
[[Bright April
By Marguerite DeAngeli
Illustrated by the author
Doubleday $2.50 [Gr. 3-5]
Home-Builders
By Warren H. Miller
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
Winston $2 [Gr. 8-9]
Mystery of the Five Bright Keys
By Mary Urmston
Illustrated by Robert Smith
Doubleday & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 4-6]
[[Penny and Peter
By Carolyn Haywood
Harcourt $2
The People Upstairs
By Phyllis Cote
Doubleday $2
[Gr. 3-5] ^
[Gr. 4-6]
[[Peter Opens the Door
By Roberta Whitehead
Illustrated by Mildred Bronson
Houghton $.85 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Skookum
By Eva K. Evans
Illustrated by Rafaello Busoni
Putnam $2 [Gr. 2-3]
Star in the Willows
By Katherine Wigmore Eyre
Illustrated by Gertrude Howe
Oxford $2 [Gr. 4-6]
The Visiting Jimpsons
By Irmengarde Eberle
Illustrated by Ruth Kreps
McKay $2 [Gr. 4-7]
Old Con and Patrick
By Ruth Sawyer
Illustrated by Cathal O’Toole
Viking & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 4-7]
Wonderful Year
By Nancy Barnes
Illustrated by Kate Seredy
Messner & Jr. Literary Guild
$2.50 [Gr. 5-7]
CITY AND COUNTRY
Billy and the Unhappy Bull
By Meindert Dejong
Illustrated by Marc Simont
Harper $2 [Gr. 4-6]
[[Cowboy Boots
By Shannon Garst
Abingdon-Cokesbury and
Jr. Literary Guild $2 [Gr. 3-5]
[[Farm Stories
By Kathryn and Byron Jackson
Illustrated by Gustav Tenggren
Simon & Schuster $1.50 [Gr. 1-3]
[[The Little Carousel
By Marcia Brown
Illustrated by the author
Scribner $1.50 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Mr. Plum and the Little Green
Tree
By Helen Earle Gilbert
Illustrated by Margaret Bradford
Abingdon-Cokesbury $1.75 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Pancakes for Breakfast
By Grace Pauli
Illustrated by the author
Doubleday $1.75 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Red Mittens
By Laura Bannon
Illustrated by the author
Houghton $1.50 [Gr. 1-3]
Riding High
By Mrs. Lenora M. Weber
Illustrated by Gertrude Howe
Crowell $2.50 [Gr. 8-9]
[[Runaway Shuttle Train
By Muriel Fuller
Illustrated by Dorothea Dana
McKay $2 [Gr. 1-3]
The Scrapper
By Leland Silliman
Illustrated by George Avison
Winston & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 7-9]
[[ denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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Shooting Star Farm
By Anne Molloy
Illustrated by Barbara Cooney
Houghton $2.50 [Gr. 4-6]
[[Spring Comes to Meadowbrook
Farm
By Katherine Southwick Keeler
Illustrated by the author
Nelson $1.50 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Store at Crisscross Corners
By Marjorie Medary
Abingdon-Cokesbury $1 [Gr. 1-3]
[[Twelve O’Clock Whistle
By Jerrold Beim & Ernest Crichlovv
Morrow $2 [Gr. 2-3]
IN SCHOOL AND OUT
Clover Creek
By Nancy Paschal
Illustrated by Alice Carsey
Nelson & Jr. Literary Guild
$2 [Gr. 8-9]
Going on Sixteen
By Betty Cavanna
Westminster $2 [Gr. 7-9]
Great Day in the Morninc
By Florence C. Means
Illustrated by Helen Blair
Houghton $2 [Gr. 8-9]
The Kid Comes Back
By John R. Tunis
Morrow $2 [Gr. 7-9]
Lightning On Ice
By Philip Harkins
Morrow $2 [Gr. 7-9]
[[Pogo’s Letter
By Jo Norling
Illustrated by Ernest Norling
Holt $1.25 [Gr. 1-3]
“This Is Your Announcer”
By Henry Lent
Photographs by Carroll Van Ark
Macmillan $2 [Gr. 7-9]
Wheat Rancher
By William M. Rush
Illustrated by Ernest R. Habersack
Longmans $2.25 [Gr. 7-9]
NEW EDITIONS OF OLD FAVORITES
Adventures of Don Quixote De La
Mancha
By Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
Translated by Leighton Barret
Knopf $3 [Gr. 7-9]
§Arabian Nights
By Andrew Lang, Editor
Illustrated by Vera Bock
Longmans $2 [Gr. 5-7]
§Beethoven, Master Musician
By Madeleine Goss
Illustrated by Karl Schultheiss
Holt $2.50 [Gr. 6-9]
Black Beauty
By Anna Sewell
Illustrated by Wesley Dennis
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 4-6J
Boris, Grandson of Baldy
By Mrs. Esther Birdsall Darling
Illustrated by Jacob B. Abbott
Knopf $2 [Gr. 5-8]
Chronicle of the March Family
By Louisa May Alcott
Illustrated by Elinore Blaisdell
Little $5 2v. [Gr. 5-8]
Dandelion Cottage
By Carroll Watson Rankin
Illustrated by Mary Stevens
Holt $2 [Gr. 5-7]
§Daniel Boone
By Esther Averill
Illustrated by Feodor Rojankovsky
Harper $1.50 [Gr. 4-6]
Hans Brinker
By Mary Mapes Dodge
Illustrated by Hilda Van Stockum
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 5-8]
Heidi
By Johanna Spyri
Illustrated by Leonard Weisgard
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 4-6]
n denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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§Heroes of the Air
By Martha Wood
Crowell $2.50 [Gr. 6-9]
King of the Golden River
By John Ruskin
Illustrated by Fritz Kredel
World Piiblishing Co. $1 [Gr. 4-6]
§More French Fairy Tales
By Charles Perrault
Illustrated by Gustave Dore
Didier $1.75 [Gr. 4-6]
Mystery Tales for Boys and Girls
By Elva S. Smith, Compiler
Illustrated by Edwin Kolsby
Lothrop $2.50 [Gr. 6-8]
On To Oregon
By Honore W. Morrow
Illustrated by Henry Pitz
Morrow $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
§The Presidents In American His-
tory
By Charles A. Beard
Messner $2.50 [Gr. 7-9]
Punch : His Life and Adventures
By Octave Feuillet
Translated by Paul McPharlin
Illustrated by Bertall
Didier $2.50 [Gr. 5-6]
Robinson Crusoe
By Daniel Defoe
Illustrated by Roger Duvoisin
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 5-9]
§Robin Hood and His Merry Out-
laws
By J. Walker McSpadden
Illustrated by Louis Slobodkin
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 4-7]
Treasure Island
By Robert L. Stevenson
Illustrated by C. B. Falls
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 6-9]
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea
By Jules Verne
Illustrated by Kurt Wiese
World Publishing Co. $1 [Gr. 7-9]
Understood Betsy
By Dorothy Canfield Fisher
Illustrated by Catherine Barnes
Holt $2 [Gr. 5-8]
Wind Boy
By Ethel Cook Eliot
Illustrated by Robert Hallock
Viking $2 [Gr. 5-7]
Wind in the Willows
By Kenneth Grahame
Illustrated by Arthur Rackham
Heritage Press $2.45 [Gr. 5-8]
[[ denotes the simplest level of reading
§ indicates non-fiction
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